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ISSEY 
MIYAKE
History and Background

• Issey Miyake was born in Hiroshima, Japan. He survived the atomic 
bomb as a child and that completely changed his life. He wanted to 

pass to something creative and optimistic and so he decided to go 
to the world of clothing design.

• He became an avant-garde fashion designer with his technology-

driven clothing and became internationally known as the Japanese 
designer that invaded the west (New York Times, 2009).
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Born in Hiroshima1938

Timeline

1965 Studied in the Chambre Syndicale de la Couture
Parisienne school in Paris (English, 2011)
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1971

1969Worked for Geoffrey Beene in New York 

(English, 2011) 

1970Established “Miyake Design Studio” in 
Tokyo (English, 2011)

First “Issey Miyake” collection in New 
York (Issey Miyake Inc, no date)

Worked as an assistant designer with Guy Laroche 
and Hubert de Givenchy (Kawamura, no date) 1966
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1980

2007

1993

First Innovation “Body series”

Launch of “Pleats Please issue Miyake” (Issey
Miyake Inc, no date)

1998 Launch of “A-POC” in Spring/Summer
collection (Issey Miyake Inc, no date)

Launch of “Miyake Reality Lab” (Blanchard, 2016)
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2015

2010

2013

2016

Launch of “BAO BAO Bags”;
Launch of “132 5. Issey Miyake”
(Issey Miyake, no date)

Innovation of Recycled Polyester and Thermal Fleece Fabric

Launch of “Homme Plisse Issey Miyake” 

Innovation of “3D steam stretch”

Innovation of “Baked Stretch Fabric”
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Post Modern or Modern Designs?

Modernism or Postmodernism

Issey Miyake

“Some examples of postmodern fashion seem to have been especially 

constructed or tailored for the atomized, urban individual who faces the 
collapse of stable society on a daily basis. A garment that is produced in 

order to support this critique and this improvement would be a thoroughly 
modern garment, rather than a postmodern garment.” (Barnard, 2007) 
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Sociological Influence

Japonism or Exoticism in the west started with Japanese art that spread in the west in the 2nd half of the 
19th century, after that Japanese designers transformed and revolutionized fashion in the 20th century in 

Europe and America (Hiramitsu, 2005).

All the “Japanese designers” decided to enter the French market for the same reason and that is to have 
an easier entry to the international fashion scene (Hiramitsu, 2005).

In the poem “the Ballad of East and West”  the poet Rudyard Kipling wrote that the East doesn't meet the 
West, but it does in the work of Miyake (Hiramitsu, 2005).


These Japanese designers brought something new to the west, their success was because they were able 
to make the perfect balance between the Japanese tradition, cultural heritage and the modern fashion 

(Hiramitsu, 2005).

Miyake said “I don’t want to express Japanese culture. I’ve always wanted to be between 
cultures” (Hiramitsu,2005).

The Entrance Of Japanese Designers In The Western Culture
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ISSEY MIYAKE YOHYJI YAMAMOTO REI KAWAKUBO

Theory Interpretation:
“Then we can see that fashion can fulfill the dual function of inclusion and exclusion at exactly the same 

time: it brings together all those who have adopted the fashion of a particular class or group, and 
excludes those who have not.” (Simmel, 1957) 

 By virtue of Dualism Western and Eastern fashion coexist.



• Special process “garment pleating”, made after assembly of 

garment, creating neat defined lines (Fitoussi, 2015)
• Plays with space between garment and body, works with 

different forms(Fitoussi, 2015)
• Began his experiment in fine pleating in 1988; first pieces 

appeared in Spring/Summer 1989 collection (Fearon, 2017)
• Unconventional method: designed garment shape first, then 

pleated finished form (Fearon, 2017)
• Freeing the movement was the aim; first tested in the William 

Forsythe’s Ballet Frankfurt, later introduced into the 
collection climaxing in the launch of PLEATS PLEASE in 

1993.(Trend Tablet, no date)

Pleats Please

Innovations
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History 

• Earliest experiment of pleats was from Mariano Fortuny, a Spanish 
designer, in the early 20th century (SCMP, 2017)

• May protest revolution in Paris in 1968
• The hippie movement and pop culture in America in 1960s, which 

forms his idea of “Universal Clothing” — as universal as “jeans and T-
shirts” suits the needs for modern women (Hiramitsu, 2005)

• Inspiration from traditional Japanese techniques, such as “shibori” - 
making irregular ripples effect on fabric (Hiramitsu, 2005)

Innovations

Pleats Please
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Baked Stretched Fabric 
• New revolution of “Pleats”; innovation of a new type of fabric that has 3D pleated 

form with textured softeness
• 2016 Spring/Summer Collection created by Issey Miyake designer, Yoshiyuki 

Miyamae
• New technical process: “Baked Stretch”, that is a fabric baked in a heating machine 

after being stamped by lines of a heat reactive glue; then the glue swells resulting in 

a protruding 3D pleats effect (Issey Miyake Inc, 2016)

Innovations

Contra Theory
• Lipovetsky (2002:42-43) states that the “Theories of Distinction” don’t 

explain the driving force behind a Perpetual Innovation.
• Lipovetsky (2002:140) also states that a Perpetual Innovation will make 

previous objects obsolete.

Issey Miyake contradicts this reasoning by parting himself from the supply chain 
of innovations, and creating a co-existing innovation by embracing the technique 

from the previous one. Therefore, his creations do not become obsolete.
-,  
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Contemporary Impact 

• Trend of wearing pleats on the street: a way to show fluidity
• Jil Sander Spring 2017: uses pleats to create volume
• Loewe: a pioneering way of using pleats in a deconstructed 

manner (postmodernism), different from the streamlined 
look from Issey Miyake (SCMP, 2017)

• Marni S/S 2017

Innovations

Jil Sander

marni
Loewe

Pleats Please
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Happy Anniversary (Issey Miyake Studio, 2013)

Innovations

Pleats Please
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A-POC (A Piece of Clothing)

• Miyake developed A-POC with Dai Fujiwara in 1998 
(Futur404, 2015)

• A-POC enables to shape clothes solely through the 
production of a tubular piece of knit fabric (Futur404, 2015)

• A-POC produces self–tailored clothing through mass 
production (The Museum of Modern Art, 2007)

• Process: 
• Repeating of pattern of seams woven into the tube, 
• Creating a patchwork of shapes whose outlines begin 

to recommend dresses, shirts, socks, gloves, and hats 

(The Museum of Modern Art, 2007)
• Virtually erasing any waste created during the process 

(Futur404, 2015)
• Users can further customize their garments with scissors as 

items are designed to be slightly oversized (The Museum of 
Modern Art, 2007)

• Miyake believed A-POC was an ensemble piece (A.G. 
Nauta Couture, no date)

Innovations
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According to Allison Gill (2007) …

Issey Miyake

Deconstruction fashion is a self critique of the fashion system, it mocks fashion by 
portraying an image of decay and poverty rather than its side of privilege. It achieves this 

by revealing the conditions of exclusivity and luxury, and the principals of its practice.

Deconstruction Fashion
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“Zero-Waste Fashion Design is a way of creating garments where 
waste is designed out of a garment from the very beginning of the 

process. All the pattern pieces have a function and fit together like 
a jigsaw creating zero-waste” (Liu, 2007).

D R  M A R K  L I U

Zero-Waste Fashion

D R  M A R K  L I U J U L I A N  R O B E R T S J U L I A N  R O B E R T S

A-POC Influence on Designers

• This design uses a subtraction method of cutting, therefore the 
shape of a garment will be created by the removal of the fabric and 

not the addition of it (Liu, 2015).
• This management of fabric makes it apt for the garment to be 

modified and continuously repurposed and innovated.
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Bao Bao Bag

“Both light and soft, it folds, accommodates and transforms 

itself after handling to create dramatic new shapes” (Issey 

Miyake, no date). The theme of the line of bags and pouches 

is “shapes made by chance”. Its “flexible functionality” is 

best suited for busy lifestyles. It has created a novel line of 

products through its ability to explore shapes with simple 

pieces and eclectic materials since it began in 2000.

Innovations



Victoria Beckham 
2 0 1 4   S P R I N G  S U M M E R

Victoria Beckham
2 0 1 4  S P R I N G  S U M M E R

Yung Wong
S U P R E M AT I S M  O F  A R C H I T E C T U R E

Carolina Herrera
S P R I N G  S U M M E R  2 0 1 5
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PANTS

BAG

132 5 ISSEY 
MIYAKE

• 132 5. ISSEY MIYAKE has been developed inside Miyake’s 

Reality Lab (Turner, 2010). His reality lab acted as a brainstorming 

space along with design collectives (Thomas, 2010).
• Utilisation of recycled polyester as material (Thomas, 2010)
• Techniques inspired by the algorithms (Thomas, 2010)
• Products that can be entirely folded into flat, geometric patterns, 

such as stars and swirls, and gain life through the body 
movements (Chua, 2010; Thomas, 2010).

• The name is derived from its multidisciplinary process. Each 
number refers to the different features incorporated in the process 

(Chua, 2010).
• Fabric is folded with sharp, precise, permanent creases based on 

Mitani’s computer-generated formulas. When unfolded, the multi-
faceted garment is versatile as Miyake attached hidden snaps at 

fundamental points so the customer can alter the shape of the 
garment (Thomas, 2010).

Innovations
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Theory Interpretation:

According to Bourdieu (1984:493) ‘Theory Of Aesthetics’, Issey Miyake’s garments are appreciated 

in the West as Kantian Fashion, since they require a high cultural capital, and they can only be 

appreciated by the social elites that possess the required intellect.
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The architect Kengo Kuma was influenced by miyake’s pleated dresses. In the materials he used he made the building look like a 
flowy women’s dress but with materials that are specific for construction. (Kuma,2016)

Contemporary 
Influence 
of Issey Miyake

Theory interpretation:
“The fashion mechanism appears not in response to 
a need of class differentiation but in response to a 
wish to be in fashion, to be abreast of what has good 
standing, to express new tastes which are emerging 
in a changing world” (Blumer, 1969) 

Blumer’s notion of elite is very close to nowadays definition of "trend setter”.
Innovators (trendsetters) are simply the first who are able to perceive the direction in which collective taste develop.

Architecture 
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• Fashion designer Jonathan Anderson  : “I’ve always been obsessed by him and 
how he worked with so many different types of people.” (Blanchard, 2016)

• Fashion designer Faustine Steinmetz :  fascinated by particularly with the way 
Issey Miyake has created PLEATS PLEASE – One of the few labels she wears, 

besides her own. (Blanchard, 2016)
• Museums, Exhibitions :  Costume Institute in New York( Manus x Machina: Fashion 

in an Age of Technology), Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, to National 
Museum of Modern Art(Inventive Clothes 1909-1939),Tokyo Museum of 

Contemporary Art (ISSEY MIYAKE PLEATS PLEASE) and many more. (Issey 
Miyake, no date)

• Magazines:
• On the cover of Artforum magazine, editorial by Ingrid Sischy and Germano 

Celant. Marks the first time fashion features as the cover of an art magazine. 
(Blanchard, 2016)

• Cover story of Time magazine, International Edition. (Blanchard, 2016)
• A-POC awarded Good Design Grand Prize by the Japan Industrial Promotion 

Organisation. (Blanchard, 2016)
• Permanently included in the collection at the Museum of Modern Art's Architecture 

and Design Department, New York. Signifies his influence on architecture. 
(Blanchard, 2016)

Contemporary Influence of Issey Miyake

https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2015/sep/03/jw-anderson-loewe-interview
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2016/jan/03/stars-of-sustainable-fashion-ethical-clothing-bright-new-things-selfridges
http://www.metmuseum.org/press/exhibitions/2015/manus-x-machina
http://www.metmuseum.org/press/exhibitions/2015/manus-x-machina
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Sustainability
• In the A-POC Miyake was able to create clothes that are made from a single strand of thread and that reduces a 

lot in terms of materials and machinery used during the process (Blanchard, 2016).

• Miyake was one of the first designers that started talking about sustainability. "We may have to go through a 

thinning process,” he says which means we might have to consume less (Blanchard,2016).

• 132 5 is one of the most advanced apparel innovation for Miyake and for the entire planet. it only involves PET in 
the manufacturing. This process produces 80 per cent less CO2 than the process of creating polyester and 

petroleum (Financial times, 2017).

• “We need to balance hand craft with technology in design,” says Miyake. “We use cutting-edge techniques to 
turn a Volvic bottle into liquid and then into a textile (Financial times, 2017).

Contemporary Influence of 
Issey Miyake



“Indian paper is famous, Egyptian papyrus, Chinese paper … every country has used this natural 
material. But the problem is it’s going to run out because it’s very difficult work. The woman who made 
it and sent me the package is 96 now. There is nobody to inherit this precious technique. Depending 
on how you produce it, it could be useful for many things.”  

                                                                           - Issey Miyake (Blanchard, 2016) 



Thank You
谢谢
شكرآ

Gracias
😀
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Appendix
Research: 

Survey:

131 persons participated to the survey we posted on our social media platforms. The survey was then shared, several times. Consequently as we anticipated, people who 
answered most are more or less between 20 and 25 years old (69.5%), 12.2% are above the age of 30. 9.9% belonged the the 25-30 years old bracket and lastly 8.4% are 

below the age of 20. 

The higher percentage of participants were women with 84.7% and only 15.3% were men.

79.4% of the participants are from Asia. 12.2% are from Europe. 
54 persons out of 131 are familiar with the brand ISSEY MIYAKE out of which 10 persons are extremely familiar, 19 are very familiar, 25 clicked on somewhat familiar and the 

rest 77 persons can be classified between not so familiar and not at all familiar with the brand.

25.2% participants have bought from ISSEY MIYAKE. The research shows that quality, design and innovation supersedes all other characteristics of his products. The most 
popular product is the baobao bags(62.6%), followed by Pleats Please at 23.7%. 

When asked what they resonate Miyake’s brand identity with, Design and Innovation were on top and close together at 32.1% and 31.3% respectively. 

Lastly, we saw that almost 50% of the people think of ISSEY MIYAKE as an influential designer and that helps us conclude that these people are well aware of the brand and 

what influence it has brought not only in fashion but in art, architecture and sustainability as well. 
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2.   Observational Research

In Customer Behaviour, in Galeries Lafayette Issey Miyake’s corner we observed that elder people were the ones stopping and staring at the garments, and men were more curious to 
touch the garments and to properly observe their structure. 

One of our survey subjects, a 60 year old French woman, that has been a Miyake customer commented that she used to buy the brand in her youth, that she feels the garments are 
for younger customers; she also commented that what she gives feels that Miyake is more innovative in colours, but that she doesn’t consider that Miyake’s Pleats were innovative, 

since she didn’t consider he invented them.
Another interviewee, a German man in his 60’s, commented that he has never seen the brand before in Germany, and that he found it very interesting since it was the first time he 

saw something like the Pleats Please garments, he also made a comment that, even in his age, he could wear something from Issey Miyake, and he was more eager to know about 
how the garments would keep up after washing them.

In general behaviour, in a time span of 20 minutes, 6 out of 15 of the customers of Lafayette that were crossing the Issey Miyake Corner were willingly stopping to touch, and properly 
feel the garments; 4 out of 15 stared at the garments whilst walking through the hall but didn’t stopped; 5 out of 15 didn’t pay attention to the brand at all.

The group age which seem more curious were the elder, only 1 out of the 6 customers that stopped to touch the garments was younger than 30. 
The customer’s curiosity to feel the garments, in this case the Pleats Please series, was high, after touching the garments they would immediately comment with their peers about it.
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Interview:

11 rue royale
Interviewee: Petrus Sandra (sales assistant)

Sandra has been working with Issey Miyake for 15 years.  “I live through this brand” she said. She thinks that Issey Miyake is a timeless brand that never goes out of fashion, it is a brand 

that does not have an age. What makes Miyake an innovator are his materials and now the materials are very lightweight. Pleats please is the collection that sells the most and that gets the 
most attention by customers, Steam stretch is also very appealing to customers.

There is always something new with Miyake for example the line 132 5 that is made from origami and recycled polyester. 
Every store has different types of clients and they buy the collections depending on the clients they have in each store. 

The store includes both menswear and womenswear. They have a new line that has only been there for 4 years and its called Homme plisse that is selling a lot.
They have more loyal customers but also new customers that like to come to touch and see the garments. 

For miyake its a “boutique musee”, the fact that customers come to touch the garments, to see the shapes, to try on the clothes, its different than when you just buy online. Its very particular 
you need to try on the garments because they are a piece of art.

They currently have a collaboration with Littala that has a Finnish design. Its kitchenware, usually they collaborate with Ikko Tanaka that passed away. 
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Issey Miyake Innovations:

Issey Miyake comes from the school of thought that any material can transform into a garment. 

1980-1985: BODY SERIES

Collection of sculptural clothing that covers upper body. It’s made of hard materials, never used before for apparel: fibre-reinforced plastic, synthetic resins, rattan, and wire. E.g. PLASTIC BODY: autumn-winter 1980 collection, his first work of 
body series, it is a mass-producible, regulated, reproducible, synthetic skin to be carried on the wearer’s own. E.g. WATERFALL BODY: autumn-winter 1984 collection, bodice designed by partly covering a knit textile with silicon, lining it around a 
mannequin, and leaving it to set in a shape that mirrors flowing water. (Metropolis Editors, 2016)

2010: 132 5. ISSEY MIYAKE

132 5. ISSEY MIYAKE originates from inside the Reality Lab founded by Issey Miyaki (Turner, 2010). His reality lab acted as a brainstorming space along with design cooperates crossing several boundaries and principles/disciplines. Utilization of 
recycled polyester as material and techniques inspired by the algorithms, a new line of products were presented to the world. Products can entirely fold into flat, geometric frames, and attain life only through the movements of those who wear 
them (Thomas, 2010).

The name is determined by its multidisciplinary process. Each number refers to the different features incorporated in the process of making the final product. Jasmin Chua explains, "The number “1” refers to the single piece of cloth used to make 
each item, “3” to indicate its three-dimensional shape and “2” to the fact that it can be flattened two-dimensionally. The single space denotes the time between the completion of the folded form and the moment someone puts it on, while “5” 
signifies the concept of multiple permutations." (Chua, 2010)

The fabric folds with sharp, precise, permanent creases based on Mitani’s computer-generated formulas. The multi-faceted garment is versatile even when unfolded, as Miyake attached hidden snaps at fundamental points so the customer can 
alter the appearance of the clothing with temporary darts or connect a pair of tubes to create trousers or coat with sleeves. (Thomas, 2010)
 

2013: RECYCLED POLYESTER AND THERMAL FLEECE FABRICS
 
Miyake’s fall 2013 Menswear line in Paris displayed unique fabrics, which included heat-retaining fabrics to enable ‘a freer lifestyle during the winter months.’ 
The collection consists of jackets and sporty overcoats with loose silhouettes made of recycled polyester coating thermal fleece fabric in reddish-brown and grey. (Gulf News, 2013)
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2015: 3D STEAM STRETCH
 
 While the resultant fabrics appear to be made using origami, they have been skilfully manipulated by steam and computer software.
Computer software is used to estimate the composition of different cotton and polyester yarns, which respond to the steam and convert into three-dimensional patterns that are first tested as paper prototypes. The footage sees the technique 
transform a flat surface into mathematically accurate dimensional shapes. (Howarth, 2014)
The exact composition of cotton and polyester weaves enables the steam to shrink and fold the cloth, and affix it to a permanent construction. (Howarth, 2014)


2016: BAKED STRETCH FABRICS 
 
A new type of fabric that is baked, giving the material rippling shape and textured softness. Baked Stretch fabrics launched in Issey Miyake’s new Spring Summer 2016 Collection.Items are manufactured from a material that has distinctive heat 
reactive properties. Undulating horizontal and vertical lines of heat reactive glue is put on the fabric. Between the lines, multi-coloured colourants are applied. Then the fabric is put into a type of baking oven usually used to transfer print onto 
fabric. Glue swells up, expands under the high heat of the oven, resulting in prominent bands of fabric and 3D pleated effect.This fabric has a soft bounce when worn, and reveals colours between the lines of extruded glue. The idea for Baked 
Stretch came from Issey Miyake's designer Yoshiyuki Miyamae, who studied swelling glue and merged it with the idea of baking bread. Miyamae realized the fabric through the method of trial and error, including adjusting the quantity of adhesive 
and the temperature of the baking machine. (Materia, 2016)
 
 
 
REALITY LAB
 
The research and development team is lead by Issey Miyake.
It consists of two staff members, Manabu Kikuchi (textile engineer) and Sachiko Yamamoto (pattern engineer) also comprise a group of designers.The team was built in 2007 and presently holds eight members. The Reality Lab. is a project based 
on the principle of collaboration and teamwork. Their goal is, through research, to explore the future of making things from clothing to industrial products. They are determined to create products that reflect what people need and to find new ways 
to stimulate creative production in Japan. (Turner, 2010)
 
 
IN-EI LIGHTING COLLECTION
 
"Shadow sculpture lamps made from recycled materials and based on research by Jun Mitani, a computer scientist and associate professor at the University of Tsukuba." (Foreman, 2014) Also collaborated with Italian company Artemide for the 
same.     
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